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ACROSS
Official software program on mobile, 
perhaps, carried out roaming (8)

1

Formidable woman is to keep smoking (6)5
Excellence the writer associated with artist 
regularly (5)

10

Excited tribesman is a bundle of nerves (5,4)11
New edition of small digest containing past 
winners (4-10)

12

Quartet from England is cutting a record (4)14
Unloaded gun carried by parent upset with 
child? (8)

15

Timeless suspension, for instance? (3)18
Check limitations of barristers in court 
reconvened ahead of time? (8)

19

High score written concisely (4)20
The classroom is disrupted without a subject's 
primary teacher (14)

23

Anger shown in party by American is 
menacing (9)

26

Drug injected into heart of delicate relative 
(5)

27

Men behind leader lean over and sign up (6)28
Look after building applications one secured 
in heated circumstances (5-3)

29

DOWN
Authority got old fellow for the final 
engagement (10)

1

Salary is reviewed after plant's initial 
stoppage? (9)

2

Throw out number withdrawn according to 
schedule (2,4)

3

Express love in my bed in different positions 
(6)

4

Positions managed by leading individuals (8)6
See small bird, for example, moving around 
(3,2)

7

Frozen mass identified in core (4)8
Long passage heading from room in ship (7)9
The steel, say, manufactured without a 
template (10)

13

Some butter, maybe, and a lot of fancy spread 
(3)

15

Conflict, in a sense, altered understanding (9)16
Religious leader from Rio mobbed by crowd 
(8)

17

Locals made a hash of soft seafood (7)18
Fellow is admitting a company's failure (6)21
Subject matter of Twist and Shout doesn't 
change (6)

22

Preserve a long watercourse (5)24
Bind unbound book of accounts? (4)25


